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● Visual recommender systems [1, 2] (VRSs) use 
high-level visual features extracted from item images 
through pretrained convolutional neural networks [3, 4] 
as items’ side information

● Recently [5, 6], attention mechanisms have been 
exploited to uncover users’ visual attitude to 
finer-grained image characteristics on the content- [7] 
and region- [8] level

● However, the former requires side information (e.g., 
image tags or reviews) which may be difficult to collect, 
while the latter does not account for stylistic 
characteristics (e.g., color or texture)

Contributions
● We disentangle visual item representation on the 

stylistic content level (i.e., color, shape, and fashion 
item’s category)

● We weight the importance of each feature on the user’s 
visual preference through attention, and model 
user/item interactions through a neural architecture
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Let us consider:
● User 
● Item 
● Latent user factor
● Latent item factor 
● Item content-style feature

We encode the item content-style feature:  

Then, we use a 2-layer attention network to weight the 
importance of each item content-style feature on the user:

and obtain a weighted stylistic representation of the item:

that we combine with the latent factor: 

The final predicted rating is:

Datasets

Results
RQ1) What are the accuracy and beyond-accuracy 
recommendation performance?

RQ2) How performance is affected by different 
configurations of attention, ian, and oan?

Our proposed method reaches a competitive trade-off 
between accuracy and beyond-accuracy metrics

● On Boys & Girls, our solution 
and DeepStyle are the best 
and second-to-best models, 
and our approach 
outperforms the other 
baselines on novelty and 
diversity (e.g., iCov is around 
90%)

● On Men, our solution is the 
most accurate one, even 
beating BPRMF, which covers 
only 0.6% of the catalogue 
(we reach 29% of the 
catalogue, and get the 
second best value on EFD)

● All rows but No Attention lead 
to better-tailored 
recommendations

● The combination {Mult, Add} 
used in our approach is the 
most competitive on accuracy 
and beyond-accuracy metrics

PAPER CODE: 

github.com/sisinflab/Content-Style-VRSs

METHODOLOGY

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

FUTURE WORK

● Extend the work to other visual recommendation 
scenarios (e.g., food and social media)

● Improve recommendation of extremely long-tail items, 
for which traditional CF is not beneficial
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